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Environmental organisations held a rally^n> front of RA.IJJK
Bhahan yesterday demanding protection of vvater o U e
Gulshan-Baridhara Lake from pollution.nm^H^H^n^^pMMiB^HHHi^HHv^ '̂*^E

RAJUK, DC
ordered to close
drain connecting

Gulshan-Baridhara
lake

Environment and Forest Minister
Shajhahan Siraj has directed the RA-
JUK and Dhaka City Corporation
(DCO authorities to immediately
close the newly opened drain that
runs from Progoti Sarani to Gulshan-
Baridhara Lake to protect the lake
from pollution, reports BSS.

'The Gulshan-Baridhara Lake has
also been announced as 'environ-
mentally endangered area' under the
environment preservation acts con-
sidering its significance," the minis-
ter said while speaking at an inter-
ministerial meeting on finding out
the ways for protecting the lake.

Staff Reporter adds: Meanwhile,
activists of 10 environmental or-
ganisations yesterday held a pro-
test rally in front of RAJUK
Bhaban demanding immediate
measures to.save the lake.

V—•''The rally WjiSjjdjiESssed by Mo-
karrain Khondoker. of AHAftl).
Salman Haider of Sundar Jibiih.
Syed Aminil Islam of SEED, Ka-
fiqul Islam Sarker, Badrul Hasan of
Prashika, Abu Raihan Al Beruni of
Coalition of Urban Poor, Mahidul
Haq Khan and Abu Naser Khan of
Bangladesh Environment Move-
ment, Country Director of Hunger
Project Dr Badiul Alain Majumder
and Prof Abdullah Abu Sayeed

A delegation of the demonstra-
tors submit memo to RAJUK and
Bangladesh Fishery Development
Corporation seeking immediate
steps to protect the lake from pol-
lution.
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The Independent
Saturday 4 May 2002

Environmentalists slate govt's
inaction about Gulshan

lake encroachment
by Staff Reporter

Leaders of different environ-
mental organisations yesterday
strongly protested the occupation
of Gulshan Lake and demanded of
the government to protect the
environment.

The demand came from a rally,
organised by Bangladesh Poribesh
Andolan (BAPA), held beside the
BRAC centre at Mohakhali in the
morning yesterday.

The environment movement
workers claimed, "Some unscru-
pulous people in collaboration
with a section of RAJUK officials
are encroaching upon the Gulshan
Lake gradually. High rise buildings
are also constructed beside the
lake due to which the lake be-
comes narrow and loses its natu-
ral beauty."

"Government is not yet taking
any effective step to bring back
the original shape of the lake,"
they added.

They demanded eviction of the
illegal occupants, demarcation of
the lake area and putting up of
metal fence and walk-ways
around it, investigation into the
illegal allotment on lake's land
among public. They urged the
government to preserve all pri-
vate and government owned
parks, lakes including that of Gul-
shan.

AKM Sirajul Islam, Executive
Director of BASA, Dr Noor Uddin,
Executive Director of SEBA, Mo-
karrom Hossain, Executive Direc-
tor of AFEARD, M Sirajul Islam,
Executive Director of Sundar Ji-
ban, MA Hakim, Executive Direc-
tor of Eco-village, Abu Naser
Khan, General Secretary of BAPA
spoke in the meeting while Prof
Abdullah Abu Sayed presided.

The rally was rounded off with
a procession.
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